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Any pupils who qualified from the Humberside
round would represent the county at the English
Schools final in Kent later on in the year. The
distances ran by the runners ranged from 2750m to
5850m dependent on both age group and gender.
Runners when the crossed the line were given a
token which indicated their finishing position.
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COVID-19 Vaccination
We have had notification that Intrahealth
are coming back to Woldgate during the
first week in March to deliver COVID-19

The first runner to finish within the top 10 was Holly
Miller in Year 7. Holly runs for City of York Athletics
Club and finished 6th overall after a brilliant
sprint finish over the final 50m. Our two senior
competitors Harry Forman and Abbie Eastwood,
both finished within the top ten also, this is Harry’s
second time to qualify for the English Schools final,
however this will be Abbie’s first, after finishing 12th
in the last cross country prior to COVID-19.
The outstanding results of the day came from
Jess and Sophie, both members of City of York
athletics club, Jess, Year 11, ran first and gained an
outstanding 2nd place overall out of 150 runners,
finishing higher than she did in the qualifying round.
Which then placed the pressure on her younger
sister Sophie, Year 9, to better or match her
performance. Sophie ran an utterly unbelievable
race and finished in a very comfortable 1st place.
What was the highlight of the day, was how pleased
Jess was for the success of her younger sister, she
was the first to run over and congratulate her and
cheered her on throughout every lap.

vaccinations to eligible 12-15 year old
pupils.
If you wish your child aged 12 -15 to have
their 1st, 2nd or booster vaccine in school,
please log on via the link below to give
consent.
The link is open until 9.30am on the 25th
February 2022.
https://forms.office.com/r/xViNeHctTG

A great day by all and we cannot wait for the
next round.
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ENGLISH
Mr Johnson writes:
In English, there are seven core areas that make up the subject. Mastering these will
allow pupils to make impressive progress in the subject area. Our new curriculum
design will allow for pupils to re-visit these areas in more challenging contexts to
ensure excellent progress is made in all aspects of English.
Three of the core areas are writing styles and take the form of narrative writing, descriptive writing and opinion writing.
When thinking about reading skills that are essential in the subject area, pupils learn how to explore the methods writers
use to communicate their meanings and big ideas. Then there are aspects of the reading that require pupils to deal with
two texts simultaneously, comparing and summarising key ideas. Producing literary essays is another vital area that pupils
become skilled in, this underpins the study of English Literature. The final core area of the subject focuses on the pupils’
ability to analyse and evaluate a text based upon a statement made about it. There are however essential aspects that form
the foundation of all these core areas such as accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar.
In Year 7, it has been fantastic to see how impressively pupils have explored a range of narrative writing archetypes and
produced their own. The five archetypes explored have been, Overcoming the Monster, Voyage and Return, Rebirth, Rags to
Riches and The Quest. In these lessons pupils understand the key aspects of the archetype
before innovating the form with their own creative modifications. As well as exploring the
different narrative archetypes pupils have also been introduced to more generic aspects of
successful narrative writing such as creating convincing characters and settings and how to
plan narrative writing that is well structured and organised.
In Year 8 pupils’ focus is moved to think about the specific features writers use to tell
stories in gripping and innovative ways. One of the texts we use to explore this is through
Michael Morpurgo’s Private Peaceful. The story revolves around two brothers’ experiences
of World War 1. However, the real beauty of the text lies within its structure. Short, snapshot
passages are told in the present tense as minutes and hours tensely tick by. Longer more
descriptive, evocative passages are told in the past tense and outline the back story of
the two brothers. The contrast between the two time frames is noticeable and helps
to illuminate how writer’s can consciously craft sophisticated and non-linear narrative
structures.
Cont. Over
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Moving on to Year 9, and pupils study a range of
seminal texts from different eras and cultures.
Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men gives pupils the
opportunity to witness the injustice and inequality
of a different era and a different setting. Themes
from the text are linked with other non-fiction
sources and pupils are encouraged to explore
the different viewpoints writers present in
their writing. The next port of call is Romeo
and Juliet. This classic text allows for pupils
to begin exploring how to structure effective
literary essays in a more GCSE focussed manner.
Understanding, analysis and contextual factors
form the core set of assessment objectives by
which all English Literature essays are marked.

Of great merit,
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Isaac Oliver:
I’m in a strange house,
It looks old and decrepit,
I should look around.
I find a big egg,
It’s far larger than most eggs;
Must be 8 feet tall.
I stare at the egg,
Beady eyes stare back at me,
The egg is alive!

Charlie Gregory:

The sight startles me,
I jump up on to my feet,
I must get out now!

Sun is going down
Over the English Channel
At Perranporth beach

I run for my life,
The egg is hot on my trail,
It’s gaining on me...

People walking dogs,
As day turns into night again,
Wind has turned to breeze.

Could this be the end?
Consumed by a living egg?
No, I refuse death!

Out on the ocean,
Flying the flag of Cornwall,
A large jagged rock.

I grab a large branch,
And strike the big egg with it,
Finally, it’s dead.

My surroundings change;
Year 10 are well underway, progressing nicely
I’m lying in a warm bed.
with their English Language and English Literature
It was all a dream!
studies. Currently pupils are studying the AQA
Power and Conflict Poetry Cluster. These poems
But what is that there?
cover a vast array of fascinating themes and offer
In the corner of my room...
philosophical debate and challenge around such
Oh no, it’s an egg!
areas as the frailty of human power, the damaging
and long-lasting effects of war and the corrupting
nature of power. Having 15 poems to remember is a challenging task but a well
annotated anthology is a key measure in ensuring the poems are remembered and
the key features are clearly outlined for future reference and revision.
Following on from mock examinations, Year 11 pupils are currently engaged in an
intensive revision schedule whereby they complete an exam answer weekly. This
strategy has proved effective in the past at raising pupil confidence when faced with a
challenging exam period that starts around the middle of May. It has been fantastic to
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see the progress being made in these essays as pupils use
the detailed teacher feedback to their advantage as they
implement the advice in the subsequent essay.

Our Year 12 students have been getting to grips with
the most demanding aspects of the English Language
A-Level course, namely the study of grammar. Sentence
function, tense and aspect, active and passive voice along
with clauses and phrases make up this challenging area
of study but it has been fantastic to see students applying
this aspect of disciplinary knowledge when analysing a
range of non-fiction, real world texts. In English Literature
students have been exploring with the terminology and the
concepts that sit behind the genre of tragedy. Othello and
Death of a Salesman are the focus texts at the beginning
of the course. As well as studying the texts students are
encouraged to use contextual ideas to view the texts in
different perspectives which really helps to develop their
ability to produce thorough and exploratory essays.
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Year 13 are currently sitting their mock exams
and I’m sure they will have every success in
producing responses that aptly display the
progress and understanding made throughout
the duration of their A-Level studies. Mock
exams are particularly useful not only in
displaying the areas of strength students
have developed in the subject area, but also
highlighting areas that could be developed and
improved. The data supplied through mock
exams is vital in the run up to the real thing.
Student performance can be assessed and
plans made accordingly to address any areas
of weakness. Revision is an essential aspect in
the run up to any exam and as you can see the
revision resources completed by Year 13 look
incredibly detailed and useful.
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Headteacher’s
Welcome

At the end of the half term it has been great to see so many exciting lessons, our
children loving learning and for the majority of our parents, having met teachers
(albeit virtually), to be able to discuss your child’s development and learning in
school. We are hopeful over the coming months, as Covid-19 cases decline, that we
will be able to hold most of our events in person, after consulting with parents and
acknowledging that certain events do work well online.
Today, I had the joy of watching my three-year-old daughter write her name for the first time. It is one of those moments
that seems, as a proud father, monumental, a milestone. A huge achievement for any child but it will overtime open up a
world of stories, books and exciting adventures—some I expect will be the work of my daughter’s imagination.
Colleagues have today and over the last term worked on our curriculum, considering what will be taught, the sequence
and how learning will build upon prior knowledge. The learning journey your child will experience. Alongside teaching it is
one of the most important aspects of a child’s education, as the knowledge and skills taught are defined within the subjects,
topics and content we teach at Woldgate. It is also, for our parents in the feedback we have received, an area you would
like more information on currently. So, we are working not only to set-out a revised vision for education, but to further our
distinctiveness while also providing parents with a weekly and termly overview of the knowledge being taught, in addition to
the information contained in the school report—so you can see the learning journey and support your child as required.
The Mathematics example below is one of the first and over the next few months and terms we will be creating this
overview for parents in each subject, so you can see how our curriculum is taught and builds upon prior learning. The
journey in ‘building’ knowledge and skills is truly fascinating and by building upon the foundation laid by our primary
colleagues, we seek to develop each new concept solidly. It is this journey that not only is now documented on the graphic,
but can also be accessed through MyLearning, with lessons accessible remotely and at any time. Returning to previously
taught concepts, therefore, becomes easier as children can refresh their memories by watching lessons online, accessing
our Podcasts or alternatively attending the Woldgate Tutorials (Year 11) only.
Cont. Over
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Key Dates

G C S E E X A M I N AT I O N S
3 papers – 1 non-calculator and 2 calculator papers

Percentages

Equation of a circle
(Higher Only)

Block J
Constructions
& loci

Bearings,
maps, and
scales

SPRING

Sine rule and Cosine rule
(Higher Only)

AUTUMN

Venn diagrams

Volume of prisms,
pyramids, and spheres

Spring Term 2022

SPRING

Surds
(Higher Only)

Area, volume,
and surface area

Block E

Standard
Form

AUTUMN

Parallel and
perpendicular
lines

Non-linear
graphs

Histograms
(Higher Only)

Direct and
S
Indirect proportion UM

Proportionality

Simplifying
expressions

10

Averages from
frequency
tables

Block B

Constructions
and loci

AUTUMN

Averages from
frequency tables

Probability of
multiple events

SU
MM
ER

START OF GCSE

SPRING

Quadratics

Volume and surface area of
pyramids, cones, and spheres

Block A

Properties of
3D shapes

9

Probability

Tree diagrams

Volume and surface
area of prisms

3D
Geometry

Area and
circumference of
circles

Bearings and
constructions

Application of
decimals and
negatives
Calculations
with angles

Use of decimals

Written methods of
multiplication and
division

Rules of number

Column addition
& subtraction

Square and
cube numbers

Number
properties

Angles in
parallel lines

AUTUMN

Negative
numbers

Drawing linear graphs

Averages from charts
and tables

Fractions

Ordering fractions
using conversions

Angles in triangles
and polygons

Graphs

Equivalent and simplifying
fractions and mixed numbers

Real life graphs

SU
MM
ER

Monday 6 June –
Friday 22 July

YEAR

7

Product of primes,
HCF & LCM

Factors, multiples,
and primes

Friday 18 February 2022

Speed distance and
time

Monday 25 July 2022

Representing data
in graphs
and charts

Representing and
interpreting data in tables

Expressions and
Sequences

Rounding, bounds
and estimation

Staff Training Days

Averages

8

SPRING

Types of
angles

Plotting coordinates
and points on a graph

YEAR

Converting metric and
imperial units

Angles and
constructions

Compound interest and
contextual percentages

Percentage increase
and decreases

4 rules of number
with fractions

AUTUMN

Area and
perimeter
of 2D shapes

Percentages

Inequalities

Perimeter
& Area

Percentages
of amounts

SPRING

Solving
equations

Substitution
into Formulae

Bank Holiday –
Monday 2 May

YEAR

Expanding double
brackets and factorising

Equations &
Formulae

Monday 25 April –
Friday 27 May

Algebraic expansion
and factorising

Geometry with
right angle triangles

Transformations
and geometry

Ratio and
proportion

Monday 28 February –
Friday 8 April

Summer Term 2022

Algebraic Fractions
(Higher Only)

Algebraic proof
(Higher Only)

Angles in
polygons

Linear equations

Tuesday 4 January –
Thursday 17 February

ME
R

Iteration
(Higher Only)

Transformations

Plotting
non-linear
graphs

Ratio

Sequences
and nth term

Block F

Trigonometry

Vector geometry
(Higher Only)

Block G

Area of a segment
(Higher Only)

Simultaneous
equations

Standard
form

Solving quadratic
equations

Pythagoras’s
theorem

Congruence
& similarity

Indices

Transformations

YEAR

Powers, factors,
multiples & primes

Indices &
proportion

Completing the square
and quadratic formula
(Higher Only)

Arc length and
area of sectors

Block C

Equations of
linear graphs

Block H

Solving quadratic
equations

Representing and
interpreting data
using graphs and
charts
Non-linear simultaneous
equations (Higher Only)

Laws of
Indices

Percentages

Approximations, rounding
and signiﬁcant ﬁgures

YEAR

Block F

Sequences
including
quadratic
sequences

SU
MM
ER

11

Circle theorems
(Higher Only)

Conversion
graphs

Problem solving and contextual
focus on all topics

Functions
(Higher Only)

Block I

Probability

Fractions

Consolidation of previous content
based on analysis of mock exams

Of great merit,
character and value

Collecting like terms

Substitution

SU
MM
ER

Expanding brackets

Data &
Averages

Sequences

M AT H S

It is this vast range of modern and traditional techniques that are available to our Year 11 pupils and Sixth Form students as
they prepare for their examinations. I also, though, know how important this information can be for all of our children, if
they have missed a lesson, not quite mastered a concept or even wish to refresh their memory prior to an end of topic test.
It is a new way of working combining the documented journey and the teaching online, along with children learning in
school and accessing in person tutorials while partaking in our range of holistic education opportunities.
Do have a good weekend.
Mr J Britton
Headteacher
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Governor Vacancy
Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership. The Local
Governing Body at Melbourne Primary School has two Governor vacancies – at
this time we are not looking to recruit parent governors as all parent governor
vacancies are full.
Governors play a key role in the school. Working as a team to provide support
and challenge and influencing strategies. We are hoping that members of the
community will nominate themselves or others and help us by contributing
ideas and influencing decision making.
Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out below but please feel free to
contact me directly to talk informally about being a School Governor.
The Local Governing Body is made up of parents, teachers and other members
of the community. Twice per term the Governing Body meets to support the
work of the school, and together with the Head of School is responsible for
making sure that the school provides a good standard of education for pupils.
If you would like to become a Governor please contact me using the following
email address: kfoxton@mcps.org.uk
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Lower School

Ms Minton writes:
It has been a brilliant half-term
for Lower School both in and out
of School. I am so proud of pupils’ hard work,
determination and drive to succeed. It is a great
pleasure to round up this half-term by sharing
Year 7 Logan’s 10k success (see last week’s
edition) and by reflecting on the many Acts of
Kindness that have been going on as part of the
Random Act of Kindness Appeal.
The Acts of Kindness amongst our Lower School Community have been encouraging to hear this week:
Dean and Jacob have said thank you to the lollipop lady in Pocklington everyday
Jaedan bought lunch for a friend who had forgotten his lunch money
Ollie and Jack have spent time thanking the bus driver everyday
Joe helped a friend with his homework when he was struggling
Janek looked after his brother’s dog for a week when he was unable to do it
James, Alex and Ben in KED have been carrying out some Charity Fundraising
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Izzy picked up her neighbour’s bins after
they blew over
Evan donated spare change to a person in
need
Orla cooked tea for her family
Jo gave his sister his last lolly
Daisy and Lauren always volunteer to hand
out class resources
Lily is always friendly and makes a big point
of always saying hello to staff every single
day
Niles opened the door for Mr Webster
Alex always wishes teachers a happy
weekend at the end of the week
And I know there have been many, many more...
thank you for demonstrating our school motto
of value amongst our school community and
beyond. I hope that you have a wonderful halfterm and a well-earned rest.
Ms Minton
Head of Lower School

Of great merit,
character and value

Woldgate’s Full House:
Year 6 Transition Event
Ms Minton and Mrs McDonough had a
fantastic time meeting with a number of
Primary Schools on Friday 11th February.
This virtual bingo-style event challenged
pupils to think about all aspects of the
curriculum and was an opportunity for
pupils to see Year 6 pupils in other Primary
Schools and to feel part of a wider school
community.
The questions were challenging but pupils
certainly rose to the challenge and Ms
Minton would like to say a big thank you
to the following Primary Schools for taking
part: St Martins Primary School in Fangfoss,
Pocklington Junior School, Stamford Bridge
Primary School, Melbourne Primary School,
Sutton Upon Derwent Primary School,
Wilberfoss Primary School, Warter Primary
School and Holme on Spalding Moor Primary
School.
Some prizes will be arriving very soon for
those that managed a Full House!
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Woldgate Year 6
Can you meet the Woldgate Values?

Half-term Challenge
At Woldgate School, we are very proud of our school motto and what it represents:

“Everything you do should be worthy, of great merit, character and value.”
Over half-term, our challenge to you is to meet our values and tell us about it, with pictures
if possible!

Great merit: can you do something outstanding at home? Cook a meal or take
charge of the washing!?
Great value: can you carry out an act of kindness or support someone in need?
Great character: are you a leader or can you show great maturity? Research or
organise a family trip or help others when at a half-term club.

Please ask your Parents/Carers to tweet your acts of great merit, value and
character. Please tag the @WoldTransition Twitter account. Alternatively, email
transition@woldgate.net

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
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Upper
School

Mrs Atkinson writes:
“The only person you should try to be better than,
is the person you were yesterday”.
By Matty Mullins and one of Bryony Page’s - Trampoline Olympian’s favorite quotes!

I was met on Monday morning with news that Carla wanted to see me ‘urgently’.
She found me and this made my day! Carla had the most amazing news to share!
There was a medal, awards and photos of her most amazing day. It was brilliant to
see how proud she was of her achievements, and more importantly, that she was
happy to share this with us. Carla, we are proud of you and thank you for allowing us
to share in your achievements.

My mum, my best friend Zoe and Olympian Bryony Page
A Day to Remember – by Carla F!
I started Trampolining at the age of around 7, back when the squad trained here in the
Woldgate Sports Hall. I really loved it! At the same time, I also did Gymnastics in Market
Weighton. I sadly quit gymnastics and made Trampolining my main priority. It was an
extremely hard decision to quit gymnastics, but I now know that I made the right decision.
I know that I was not great, and I know I am still not perfect at it, but it is now my great
passion. I have had many difficulties with it, but I love it more every day. Most recently, in
October I fell doing a move and landed on my head and badly hurt my neck. I had to go to A&E
Cont. Over
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English and Maths Tutorials

in an ambulance wearing a neck brace. It was very scary
but as soon as I could I got back onto the trampoline and
gave it my best shot.

It was lovely to see that a great number
of Year 11s attended the Woldgate
English and Maths Tutorials! We extend
our huge thanks to the English and
Maths staff who supported our pupils,
and to the families for supporting with
their child’s Attendance. On Monday
February 28th, the Science Department
will be welcoming your child.
Please note that you will need to
arrange for your child to be picked up
from this session or any Enrichment
Sessions as there are NO buses on
Mondays. On Wednesdays, only the
Baldry buses provide a late run at 4pm.

I knew at the time that I had a competition on the 6th of
February 2022, and I was extremely nervous. However, I
knew that I could count on the support of my best friend
Zoe. Unfortunately, Zoe could not be there, and it all
felt like it was the end of the world. I got up on Sunday
morning at 7am to get ready for my competition, but I did
We apologise for any confusion.
not care at all. I went straight back to bed and woke up to
a phone call from my mum asking if I was ready. Of course,
I said I was. Was I? No, I was still in my pajamas. I rushed
around to get ready for the competition with tears in my
eyes stressing about it because I felt that I had just messed
everything up, I had gone off schedule and with my Autism, I cannot do that – I would have a panic attack!.

I got my hair done and we set off with my mum, stepdad and my 13-week-old puppy for what seemed like a long journey all
the way to Bradford All-Girls School.
We made it in time to watch flight 1 and then the most amazing thing happened! I saw Bryony Page, the British Olympian
for Trampolining! We were all so scared to talk to her, so my mum did, and we all got pictures. After lunch it was time for me
to warm up and my heart was pounding. I finished my warm-up, and it was finally time for me to compete. All I had to do
was land 2 routines, get a good score and be neat. I was not against anyone because not many people are in the Disability
category, but I still had to get a certain score, land the routines and be neat to get a medal. And I did it! I landed my routines
and was so happy with myself.
Getting my medal was a great achievement and receiving it from Bryony was most amazing! Yesterday was one of the best
days of my life and I am so happy that I went to that competition and didn’t give up on myself because if I had given up on it,
I wouldn’t have met one of the best Trampolinists in the world. As I said, there have been lots of ups and downs in my time
of being a Trampolinist but if I didn’t have Zoe or my mum by my side the whole time when things got rough with it, like
most sports, I don’t think I would still be a trampolinist. Phoenix Highflyers is my home, and it always will be. I love the club
and everybody in it. The training pays off and the team always reminds us to never give up! And I won’t!
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Sixth Form

Miss Smith writes:
Sixth Form is a crucially important time for young people as they work
towards securing excellent examination outcomes that will allow them
to take the next steps in their lives. However, we feel very strongly that Sixth Form
shouldn’t purely be about achieving excellent outcomes; Sixth Form should be a time
during which students are able to develop their personal qualities and attributes in
addition to offering a thoroughly memorable two years.
One particularly memorable aspect of the Sixth Form experience is the annual charity week that occurs in the Autumn term
every year. We have previously reported on our charity week and it is clear that charity week provided a number of memorable
experiences for young people across the school including themed fancy dress, teachers facing the stocks and leg waxing.
However, as well as offering memorable opportunities charity week has a very important aspect in terms of empowering
young people to raise money for a charity that they feel is important.
One of the charities that students selected to raise money for earlier this year was Safeline UK. Safeline UK are a charity
focused on preventing sexual abuse and supporting those affected in their recovery. Last week a representative from Safeline
UK attended school to collect money raised by our students, to discuss with students the important work that Safeline UK
provide and to thank students for their support.
Miss K Smith
Head of Sixth Form

@EYSixthForm

eysixthform
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MEMORY L ANE

This week’s Memory Lane photograph is from the early 1970s.
The photograph is captured after an award ceremony which celebrated
students outstanding work and effort.
If there is anyone you recognise please forward the newsletter to them, of
course if you are one of the students we would also love to hear from you.
Please contact us at office@woldgate.net
If you have any old photographs of your time at Woldgate School you would
like to be published please get in touch.
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This week, pupils have been
completing their Skills for
Life booklets. Every half
term, pupils focus on one of
six key skills that are valued
by employers. This half term
pupils have been focusing
on Communication and
Interpersonal skills.

NG P
A

A family of schools
with shared values

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual
respect and tolerance.

S

Mr Barrett writes:
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To do this we will:
Always be honest and fair.
Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.
Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.
Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an eﬀective role in our local, national and
global communities.

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.
To do this we will:
Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.
Arrive on time for lessons.
Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.
Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our
ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.
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APPEARANCE
Of great Value.

Why do good communication skills
matter?

R

Practically every job out there requires
you to have good communication skills.
Even if pupils have your sights set on a
career that doesn’t require much faceto-face interaction, you can guarantee
that you’ll still need to be able to express
themselves in a variety of ways. How can
pupils develop these skills?

RESPONSIBILITY
Of great Character.

Think and consider before speaking.

•

Listen carefully.

•

Body language - It’s said that 55% of
the meaning in our words is derived
from facial expressions. 38% is in
how the words are said and 7% is in
the actual words spoken.

•

To do this we will:
Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.
Wear the correct uniform at all times.
Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.
Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our
achievements, developing our own self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own
behaviour and learning.
To do this we will:
Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.
Do our homework quickly and return it on time.
Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.
Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and ﬁnancial awareness, in order to
understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences
that await us in later life.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another
harm through our words or actions.

S

SAFETY
Of great Value.

•

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our
appearance.

To do this we will:
Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.
Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use oﬀensive language.
Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible,
whilst travelling to and from school.
Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and
prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.

Student Council
Very shortly, we hope to be able to complete work on our Student Council
information board. This will be located in a prominent location where pupils will
be able to see photographs of our excellent representatives and keep updated
on all aspects of their work.

Adapt your communication style to
suit your audience.

www.woldgate.net
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Local Market Information
Local Market Information provides pupils and
students with information about different
employment sectors in the Hull and East Riding
area. The information will inform pupils and
students what jobs there are in that sector in the
local area, as well as provide information career
pathways, salaries and trends in employment. This
week, we look at Ports and Logistics.
7% of employment in the Humber region is with
ports and logistics jobs and the sector is expected
to double by 2030, meaning thousands of new
jobs will be needed. The Humber is one of the
UK’s biggest trading estuaries, with £75 billion of
trade passing through the ports every year. The
occupation in highest demand is HGV drivers. The
average national salary for HGV drivers is £32,500,
however recent shortages means drivers can
receive a far higher salary.

Accelerated Reader… The results are in!
Total words read: 23,379,612 (+ 1,003,826 since last week)
Reader of the week: Amelia F (8KED)
Year group leader boards (words read since September)

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

1. 7RPA – 1,615,101

1. 8SJW – 1,937,262

1. 9JMR – 2,764,484

2. 7BER – 1,398,137

2. 8DLN – 1,325,760

2. 9HTA – 1,789,808

3. 7NTE – 1,210,818

3. 8BSC – 995,906

3. 9HSM – 1,158,572

www.woldgate.net
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Types of Job

National
Average Salary

Airport Baggage
Handler

£15,000 to
£20,000

Storage and
Warehouse Manager

£16,000 to
£35,000

Mechanical Engineer

£22,000 to
£55,000

Large Goods
Vehicle Driver

£18,500 to
£35,000

Crane Operator

£20,000 to
£30,000

Import-export Clerk

£18,000 to
£30,000

Merchant Navy
Deck Officer

£20,500 to
£80,000

The

Disclaimer Aspire-igen staff have researched the web links referenced in this publication. However, website information can
change rapidly. Aspire-igen does not endorse organisations or accept any responsibility for the content of external sites.

Opportunity
Centre
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit,
character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and
achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils
understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and
a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

187,616

CHARACTER

12,710

VALUE

21,617

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

100,545

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute
to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

71,933

73,504
74,605

67,485

www.woldgate.net
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Orla McTernon

Year 7:		

Finn Hardy

Year 8:		

Emilia Motiejunaite

Year 8:		

Joseph Grey

Year 9:		

Henry Garside

Year 9:		

Eve Donarski

Year 10:

Pollyanna Busfield-Currie

Year 10:

Billy Harrison

Year 11:

Ella Adrian

Year 11:

Rayne O’Brien

Year 12:

Ewan Bishop

Year 12:

Julianna Santos

Year 13:

Connor Brogan

Year 13:

Amy James

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Ruby Jefferson

Year 8:		

Oliver Gossip

Year 9:		

Joshua Brack

Year 10:

Hannah Hewitt

Year 11:

Laurelle Searstone

Year 12:

Harry Cook

Year 13:

Isabel Penfold

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look
at your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of
these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs L Cavanagh

Mrs A Carlill

Miss G Parkin

07790 987139

07980 702715

07790 987137

lcavanagh@woldgate.net

acarlill@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Mr M Elwers

Mrs H Cross

Mrs S Clark

07790 987131

07790 987142

07790 987009

melwers@woldgate.net

hcross@woldgate.net

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright
07790 987007
cwright@woldgate.net
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